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SAUSALITO CITY COUNCIL

MEETING DATE: February 8, 2022

AGENDA TITLE: Receive and file an update on the Objective 
Development and Design Standards (ODDS) project.

LEAD DEPARTMENT: Community Development

RECOMMENDED MOTION: Receive and file an update on the Objective 
Development Design Standards (ODDS) project.

SUMMARY

Changes in State housing laws over the past few years have sought to increase 
housing production by limiting the review authority and process timeframe for approval 
of new development applications by local jurisdictions.  Determinations regarding the 
completeness of an application submittal and decisions related to project approval or 
conditions of approval are required to be based on objective design and development
standards identified by the jurisdiction.  This staff report serves as an update on the 
ODDS project, including the work of the Planning Commission ODDS Subcommittee.

BACKGROUND

Housing Legislation

The following is a brief summary of recent state legislation which limits local discretion 
in granting land use entitlements for residential projects:

Housing Accountability Act (CA Government Code section 65589.5):

 Applies to all projects of two or more new residential units, including a single 
family home and accessory dwelling unit, multifamily apartment or condominium,
mixed use projects (with at least 2/3 residential floor area), supportive and 
transitional housing, and homeless shelters.

 The City cannot deny or reduce density of a project which conforms with all
objective development and design standards unless findings of a “specific 
adverse impact upon public health or safety” are made.  This makes it extremely 



difficult to deny a housing development for subjective criteria such as 
neighborhood compatibility or aesthetics and design.

 The City cannot impose conditions on a project with affordable units that have a 
substantial adverse impact on the viability of the affordable units.

 The City must provide a written determination of a project’s compliance with all
applicable objective standards within 30 days of submittal.

 The City may conduct no more than five hearings or workshops on a project 
before rendering a final decision.

SB 35 (CA Government Code section 65913.4)

 For cities which have issued fewer building permits than the locality’s share of the 
current Regional Housing Needs Allocation (RHNA), requires streamlining of 
multi-unit housing projects at the request of a developer.

 The City must grant ministerial approval based on compliance with the agency’s 
objective standards for projects that meet certain criteria including providing at 
least 10% low-income units, paying prevailing construction labor wages for 
projects of 10 or more units, and does not propose demolition of a listed historic 
structure (on a federal, state or local register) or a dwelling unit that had been 
rented in the prior 10 years or affordable units subject to rent/resale controls, and 
excluding sites that include wetlands, a floodplain, habitat for protected species or 
are in a very high fire severity zone.

 CEQA is not applicable and discretionary permits are not required.

 The City must provide a written determination of a project’s compliance with all
applicable objective standards within 60 days of submittal.

 The City may not take more than 90 days to issue the necessary entitlements.

SB 9 (CA Government Code sections 65852.21 and 66411.7)

 Applies to all properties zoned for single family dwellings.

 The City must grant ministerial approval based on the agency’s objective 
standards of both: a) development of two separate residential units which can be 
sold separately, and b) subdivision of a min. 2,400 square-foot lot into two parcels 
of at least 1,200 sq. ft. for projects that meet certain criteria including and projects 
which do not propose demolition of a dwelling unit that had been rented in the 
prior 3 years or affordable units subject to rent/resale controls, and excluding sites 
that are within a historic district or include a designated historic landmark under 
state or local law or sites which include wetlands, a floodplain, habitat for 
protected species or are in a very high fire severity zone.

 The City may not have objective standards that preclude construction of up to two 
units of at least 800 square feet and must allow minimum side and rear yard 
setbacks of four feet.

 CEQA is not applicable and discretionary permits are not required.



A summary of these three state laws is provided as Attachment 1.

Development and Adoption of Objective Standards

On February 26, 2019 the City Council accepted the recommendations of the Blue 
Ribbon Task Force on Housing.  Most of the recommendations related to streamlining 
the development review process and increasing opportunities for new housing 
development.  The Task Force recommended the preparation of objective development 
standards, anticipating the state legislation pending at that time.  The ODDS 
recommended by the Task Force took the form of proposed revisions to the City’s 
design review findings contained in Section 10.54.050.D of the Municipal Code.  
However, the proposed edits to the design review findings would still constitute 
subjective criteria under the new state legislation since they required judgement by 
decision-makers of a project’s compatibility with the surrounding neighborhood, project 
scale, adequacy of light and air, view and privacy impacts, etc.

On April 16, 2019, the City Council adopted Resolution No. 5793 to authorize the City 
Manager to apply for SB 2 (Atkins) Building Jobs and Homes Act Planning Grants 
Program Funds and for the Community Development Department to collaborate and 
apply with the County of Marin and other local Marin jurisdictions for the SB 2 planning 
grants to facilitate Housing Element Programs (see Staff Report).  As summarized in 
the April 16, 2019 Staff Report, a portion of the grant funds would be allocated for the 
preparation of a “toolkit” to development of ODDS.  The City currently has 
approximately $16,155 in remaining funds that can be utilized.

Furthermore, to comply with these state laws, the City Council adopted Resolution No.
6059 on July 13, 2021, which identified those current Municipal Code regulations in 
Titles 9 (Subdivisions), 10 (Zoning), and 17 (Streets, Sidewalks, and Public Places) that
constitute the City’s objective development standards.  Recognizing that many of the 
City’s subjective development review criteria which regulate building design, view 
preservation, and historic preservation cannot be easily quantified to become objective 
standards, the City Council directed that staff continue with a second phase of 
developing objective development design standards (ODDS) to propose additional 
criteria to address these design fine points.

At its meeting of June 2, 2021, the Planning Commission received a presentation from 
the City Attorney on these State laws, highlighting the need to base decisions on
objective standards. The Planning Commission appointed a subcommittee composed 
of Chair Feller and Commissioner Junius, who practices land use law, to assist staff in 
reviewing code sections and identifying objective standards. Robert Brown, planning 
consultant and former director in San Rafael and Novato, was providing management 
services to the department and assumed responsibility for the ODDS project and 
staffing the Subcommittee. The City entered into a Professional Services Agreement 
with Mr. Brown on April 27, 2021, and extended the contract on January 25, 2022.  At 
its meeting of January 25, 2022 the City Council also authorized the City Manager to 
enter into a Professional Services Agreement with Opticos Design, Inc. to customize 
the Marin County ODDS Toolkit standards that would be most appropriate for Sausalito 



and to prepare visual simulations of six potential development projects identified during 
the Housing Element Update process, utilizing the proposed objective standards.

Planning Commission ODDS Subcommittee Work to Date

The Subcommittee has met ten times since June 24, 2021 and has extensively 
discussed and evaluated options for objective view preservation standards from both 
private and public properties and criteria for building design.  

View Preservation Standards

The City’s current view preservation provisions are addressed through the adoption of 
findings for design review applications.  Section 10.54.050.D.4 of the Municipal Code
requires that the Planning Commission find that “the proposed project has been located 
and designed to minimize obstruction of public views and primary views from private 
property.”  The findings for Heightened Design Review (required of projects that exceed 
80 percent of the allowable FAR or site coverage limits) in Section 10.54.050.E.3 of the 
Municipal Code require that “the site will be developed in a manner that minimizes the 
obstruction of views from surrounding properties and public vantage points, with 
particular care taken to protect primary views.”

Determinations regarding these findings are assisted by definitions of “view”, “primary 
view”, “public view”, and “view shed” in Section 10.88.040 of the Municipal Code:  

“View” is defined as “any view of the Sausalito Waterfront, San Francisco Bay, 
Mount Tam, Strawberry Point, Tiburon, Belvedere, Angel Island, East Bay, and/or 
the City of San Francisco or any view greater than 300 feet distance and/or 
including significant aesthetic, cultural, natural, or historical features. The term ‘view’
does not mean an unobstructed panorama of all or any of the above.”

“Primary view” is defined as “any view distance from primary viewing areas of a 
dwelling such as the living room, dining room, kitchen, master bedroom, and deck or 
patio spaces serving such living areas.”

“Public view” is defined as “any view from a public right-of-way, including from a 
public road, street, sidewalk, pedestrian lane or stair, trail, or pathway.”

“View shed” is defined as “the area within view from a defined observation point.”

The current findings criteria are subjective in that they seek to “minimize” view
obstruction, which is not quantified, and they fail to clearly designate the exact 
location(s) where views from public or private properties would be evaluated from.

The definitions are also subjective by including criteria such as “any view greater than 
300 feet distance”, which would include a universe of views of virtually anything and 
including undefined “significant aesthetic, cultural, natural or historical features.”

The Subcommittee spent several meetings trying to define objective view preservation 
standards.  No precedents from other cities were found that were truly objective.  The 
Subcommittee determined that to create objective view preservation standards it would 
be necessary to:



a. narrow the definition of protected views;

b. define the vantage points on public or private properties from which view 
obstruction from new projects would be evaluated from;

c. define a maximum amount of view blockage; and 

d. define how the view evaluation would take place so that applicants would be able 
to read and follow the new standards and determine for themselves whether their
proposed development project would comply; and 

e. define how staff would validate that determination.

To protect views from private properties, the Subcommittee considered limiting view 
impact analysis to properties within a defined distance from the proposed project and 
limiting each affected property to two vantage points for analysis from a primary room
window and from an exterior balcony or deck, both at the owners’ selection.  The 
analysis would require a photomontage or digital representation of the selected views 
with and without the proposed project, based on erected story pole locations.  The 
height and focal length for taking the photos would be prescribed.

Based on input from local architects and digital rendering specialists the applicant, the
cost for submittal of the contemplated view evaluation could range from $10,000-
20,000.  If peer review of the submittal was necessary to verify accuracy, an additional 
cost of $5,000-10,000 would be incurred.

The Subcommittee was concerned about the complexity of the evaluation process, the 
need for surrounding neighbors to participate in the process, the cost to applicants, and 
the likelihood of challenges to the accuracy of the digital representations. The 
Subcommittee also felt that defining a view impact based on a percentage of an 
existing view area that would be blocked by a proposed project was a crude 
measurement that does not account for the quality of the view (e.g. blocking a bridge
view vs. an open water view).

Therefore, the Subcommittee is recommending that view preservation criteria be first 
developed for views from important public vantage points including parks, open space
trails, and public stairs, but not from public street rights-of-way.  The Subcommittee has 
reviewed photo images from these public locations and believe that objective criteria 
can be developed to adequately describe specific vantage points and subjects to be 
preserved and to establish a percent blockage standard. Addressing private views 
could be a subsequent phase of the ODDS work program, after the City has experience 
in administering the public view preservation standards.

Objective Design Standards

The Municipal Code’s current objective development standards address quantified 
regulations for building location and size through required setbacks, height limits, 
parking, and sign regulations, and for subdivisions and street improvements.  The fine 
points of building design, however, are currently regulated by discretionary design 
review which relies on subjective findings.  Examples of design review findings that 
cannot be considered as objective standards include:



 The proposed architecture and site design complements the surrounding 
neighborhood and/or district by either:

a. Maintaining the prevailing design character of the neighborhood or district; or

b. Introducing a distinctive and creative solution which takes advantage of the
unique characteristics of the site and contributes to the design diversity of 
Sausalito.

 The proposed project is consistent with the general scale of structures and 
buildings in the surrounding neighborhood and/or district.

 The project has been designed to ensure on-site structures do not crowd or 
overwhelm structures on neighboring properties. Design techniques to achieve 
this may include, but are not limited to: stepping upper levels back from the first 
level, incorporating façade articulations and divisions (such as building wall 
offsets), and using varying rooflines.

 The design and location of buildings provide adequate light and air for the project
site, adjacent properties, and the general public.

 Exterior lighting, mechanical equipment, and chimneys are appropriately 
designed and located to minimize visual, noise, and air quality impacts to 
adjacent properties and the general public.

The Subcommittee has considered two options to create new objective design
standards which would be adopted by the City to apply to projects eligible for the HAA, 
SB 35, and SB 9.  The first would entail creating local and quantified standards to 
assure that new buildings are not simple boxes, such as requiring upper floor stepbacks 
over a certain height, requiring some indentations or projections from building facades, 
requiring variations in rooflines.  The standards would also address design issues such 
as streetscape improvements (e.g. required locations of building entrances, minimum 
percentage of display windows on commercial ground floors in the downtown, minimum 
street tree planting, etc.), equipment screening, landscaping, and parking.  Objective 
standards developed in other comparable cities would be used as examples and 
refined for local conditions.

The other option is to adopt relevant portions of a set of objective standards developed 
and funded by a consortium of Marin County cities and the County using SB 2 grant 
funds and prepared by the architecture and planning firm Opticos over the past two 
years. 

The Marin Objective Design and Development Standards Toolkit (the “Toolkit”) is a 
form-based code that carefully regulates the location, proportions, and form of
buildings, including their street frontages and location of parking.  The Toolkit provides
a series of distinct zones, building types, and architectural styles over a range of 
densities and, based on their intended location within neighborhoods, along major 
corridors or within local mixed-use centers.  The Toolkit also includes objective 
standards for parking areas, slope development, privacy of adjacent residences, 
landscape, lighting, and screening requirements.  Only those zones, building types, and 



architectural styles appropriate for the subject city would be adopted, and regulations 
would be further tailored to that jurisdiction.

Several Marin County jurisdictions are in the process of adopting portions of the Marin 
ODDS Toolkit. Corte Madera has recently adopted its ODDS standards. A copy of 
Corte Madera’s draft version of those portions of the customized Toolkit they propose to 
add to their Municipal Code is included as Attachment 2, with a summary of how the 
form-based code is structured.  The Belvedere City Council will consider an urgency 
ordinance to adopt their version of the ODDS Toolkit at a February meeting.  San 
Anselmo, Fairfax, Larkspur, Belvedere, Novato, and the County of Marin are 
considering adopting portions of the ODDS Toolkit in early 2022.

Advantages of using the ODDS Toolkit and customizing it to Sausalito are:

 These standards yield more certainty in terms of resulting building forms and 
design than would be likely if original standards were created for the City.  

 The different zones, building types, and architectural design standards have 
been well thought-out and tested, but customization for Sausalito conditions 
would occur.  

 If several Marin County jurisdictions adopt portions of the ODDS Toolkit, local 
architects and developers will become familiar with this different type of code.  

 To achieve the mandated RHNA allocation in the Housing Element update, it 
may be necessary to consider higher density zoning districts, which would be 
available for incorporation from the Toolkit.

 Utilization of the Toolkit standards would capitalize on the City’s previous 
expenditure of housing grant funds used for the preparation of the countywide 
toolkit.

The disadvantages of using the ODDS Toolkit are that it would be more challenging to 
administer essentially two different types of zoning codes – one for non-HAA/SB35/SB9 
projects and the form-based standards for projects eligible under those new state laws.  
There would also be the cost of having Opticos assist with tailoring the ODDS Toolkit 
for Sausalito’s regulations and existing building types, and the additional time to go 
through this refinement (probably at least six months).

Historic Preservation Standards

Projects in designated historic districts or containing a designated landmark are not 
subject to the provisions of SB 9, and projects that propose to demolish a listed historic 
structure are ineligible for SB 35 streamlining and other allowances.  However, under
the HAA, new multi-unit residential or mixed-use projects, including those in historic 
districts or affecting listed landmarks, cannot have their density reduced or be denied
based on subjective standards.  a

The City’s current historic preservation criteria for issuance of Certificates of 
Appropriateness in Section 10.46.060.F of the Municipal Code are all subjective, relying 
on making findings such as the following:



 The proposed work shall preserve, enhance or restore, and shall not damage or 
destroy, the exterior architectural features of the structure and, where specified 
in the designating ordinance, its major interior architectural features.

 The proposed work shall not adversely affect the special character and/or special 
historic, architectural, or aesthetic interest or value of the structure and its site, 
as viewed both in themselves and in their setting, nor of the historic overlay 
district, if located within one.

 Any new construction, addition or exterior change shall be compatible with the 
character of the historic overlay district as described in the designating 
ordinance.

 Exterior change shall preserve, enhance, or restore, and shall not damage or 
destroy, the exterior architectural features of the subject property which are 
compatible with the character of the historic overlay district.

A joint Planning Commission/Historic Preservation Commission study session was held
on December 15, 2021 to inform them of the work being done by the Planning 
Commission ODDS Subcommittee and to solicit any feedback.  One option shared with
the HPC was to consider adoption of the Architectural Style objective standards 
contained in the Marin County ODDS Toolkit.  This chapter of the Toolkit goes to great 
lengths trying to define the specific character-defining elements (e.g. roof forms, 
windows, doors, eaves, materials) of each historic design style (e.g., Craftsman, 
Victorian, Tudor).  These objective standards are very prescriptive, dictating design 
details such as window dimensions and trim sizes.  Corte Madera has decided not to 
adopt this portion of the Toolkit since the standards were thought to be too restrictive.  

The HPC members responded that architecture in the historic district is currently
diverse, and that future development should not be forced into specific historic styles.  
They did not recommend consideration of the Toolkit Architectural Style standards for 
the historic district.

DISCUSSION/ANALYSIS 

The Planning Commission Subcommittee and staff recommend that the City utilize 
portions of the Marin County ODDS Toolkit, which the City helped fund with its SB 2 
housing grant.  The customization process to tailor applicable portions of the Toolkit to 
Sausalito will require additional assistance from Opticos, working with staff and the 
Planning Commission Subcommittee to:

 Determine existing zoning districts that could accommodate projects qualifying 
under the HAA, SB35 and SB 9;

 Equate these existing zoning districts with Toolkit zones with comparable 
densities and allowable building mass;

 Determine which of the Toolkit regulatory standards to adopt, and which to
modify to better relate to local conditions and current regulations;



 Share the Draft ODDS document with the public, Planning Commission and 
Historic Preservation Commission to solicit feedback; and

 Finalize the ODDS standards for public hearings and adoption.

Opticos will also prepare computer graphic visualizations of potential projects possible 
under the proposed ODDS criteria.  These images would be generated for several of 
the housing opportunity sites that will be identified during the Housing Element process 
in early 2022.  The visualizations would then serve two purposes: to understand the 
design implications of the proposed ODDS criteria and to understand the scale of 
development that will be needed to achieve the RHNA requirements.

The following is a proposed timeline for the preparation and adoption of the ODDS code
amendments:

Kickoff meeting Feb. 7

Preparation of Admin. Draft End of March

Review of Admin. Draft (staff and Subcommittee) Mid-April

Revisions and Preparation of Final Draft Early May

PC/HPC/Public Workshop End of May

City Council Legislative Committee Mid-May

HPC hearing June

PC hearing Early July

City Council hearing and adoption Late July

ALTERNATIVES

1. Provide feedback and alternate direction as warranted.

FISCAL IMPACT

The fiscal impact of the contracts with Opticos and Robert Brown total $85,943, which 
includes an offset of $16,155 towards the Opticos agreement as a result of the residual 
SB 2 Building Jobs and Homes Act Planning Grants Program Funds. 



STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS

Staff Recommends that the City Council receive and file an update on the Objective 
Development Design Standards project and provide feedback as warranted.

ATTACHMENTS

Attachment 1 – Summary of Housing Accountability Act, SB 35 and SB 9
Attachment 2 – Example of ODDS Toolkit Standards

PREPARED BY: Jim Moore, Community Development Director   
REVIEWED BY: Vivian Chu, Finance Director
REVIEWED BY: Mary Wagner, City Attorney
SUBMITTED BY: Chris Zapata, City Manager


